Abstract. In this paper we study boundary integral formulations of the interior and exterior Dirichlet problem for the bi{Laplacian in a plane domain with a piecewise smooth boundary having corner points. The mapping properties of single and double layer biharmonic potentials, of the Calderon projections and the Poincar e-Steklov operators for such domains are analysed. We derive direct boundary integral equations equivalent to the variational formulation of the problem.
Introduction
The paper is devoted to boundary integral methods for solving the Dirichlet problem of the biharmonic equation 2 u = 0 in IR 2 ; uj ? = vj ? ; @ n uj ? = @ n vj ? ; (1.1) where is an interior or exterior domain bounded by a closed piecewise smooth curve ?
having corners and the Dirichlet data are the trace (vj ? ; @ n vj ? ) of a function v belonging on a neighbourhood of ? to the Sobolev space H 2 . For the exterior problem one has to impose additionally a special behaviour of the solution at in nity. The aim of the present paper is the study of direct boundary integral formulations which are equivalent to the variational solution of (1.1). As the main result we derive di erent systems of integral equations on ? and describe their solvability conditions. To do so we introduce certain boundary integral operators for the bi-Laplacian and study mapping properties in system (6.10) of our approach. In 13] Fuglede derived necessary and su cient conditions for the equivalence of these equations to (1.1) if the Dirichlet data are su ciently smooth. A general approach of direct rst kind integral equations for (1.1) can be performed using the results of Costabel and Wendland (see 6] and 12]). Based on the theory of pseudodi erential operators a complete description of the mapping properties of boundary integral operators, Calderon projections and Steklov-Poincar e operators can be obtained. This is mentioned in the paper of Costabel, Lusikka and Saranen 9], where approximation methods for solving the interior Dirichlet problem are studied, which are based on three di erent boundary integral formulations. Besides the equations coinciding with our systems (6.12) and (6.10) the authors consider also an indirect method which goes back to Hsiao and MacCamy 15] and is based on a single layer representation. This approach was extended by Costabel, Stephan and Wendland studying in 11], to our knowledge for the rst time, boundary integral equations for the bi-Laplacian on a nonsmooth curve. The authors consider the related boundary value problem grad uj ? = f and obtain a system of two integral equations of the rst kind with logarithmic principal part. Using Mellin techniques the continuity in Sobolev spaces and a G arding inequality of the corresponding boundary integral operator are shown and the regularity of solutions is studied. Finally we mention the paper 2] of Bourlard which proposes a direct Galerkin BEM for solving the interior Dirichlet problem on a polygonal domain and obtains optimal convergence rates for special graded meshes. Many of the stability results for the Galerkin method appear also in our approach and we will comment these results at the corresponding places. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we consider the space of Dirichlet data of H 2 -functions and the space of Neumann data of H 2 -functions u with 2 u 2 L 2 . In Section 3 we introduce the biharmonic potentials and their traces, the boundary integral operators. We investigate mapping properties with respect to the trace spaces, the jump relations of the potentials and prove the G arding inequality for the single layer potential operator. In Section 4 the behaviour at in nity for solutions of the exterior Dirichlet problem is speci ed and we prove representation formulas for the variational solutions of (1.1). This allows to represent the Calderon projections via boundary integral operators. The special structure of these projections is used in Section 5 to analyse the Steklov{Poincar e operators for biharmonic functions. We remark that in 17] a fast method for solving the interior Dirichlet problem (1.1) on convex polygonal domains is developed based on boundary reduction and mapping properties of Steklov{Poincar e operators. In the last Section we derive systems of integral equations for solving (1.1), partially new even for smooth ?, and study the solvability of these equations. To conclude the introduction we brie y comment some topics not treated in this paper. We do not consider the approximate solution of the integral equations. The convergence of Galerkin and certain collocation methods for the strongly elliptic system (6.6) is rather clear, whereas the stability of approximation methods for solving the other systems seems to be open. To get error estimates one has to know the regularity of the corresponding solutions. This topic and also the continuity of boundary integral operators in other than the energy norms we do not study because of the lack of space. Since we are dealing with direct methods some regularity results can be derived from the known singularities of the solutions of the Dirichlet problem (see 1]). On the other hand, the calculus of Mellin operators provides a useful tool in this direction. A more interesting problem not treated is the analysis of direct integral methods for the biharmonic equation with other boundary conditions. The application of our methods to this problem will be considered in a forthcoming paper (see Remark 5.3).
2. Traces of H 2 {functions on piecewise smooth boundaries For the following let ? be a simple closed curve in the plane (x 1 ; x 2 ) of the form
where ? i are of the class C 3 and adjacent arcs ? i form corners with angles di erent from 0 and 2 . The interior of ? we denote by 1 , the exterior IR 2 n 1 by 2 , and let the unit normal n on ? be directed into 2 . The di erentiation with respect to n is denoted by @ n .
The starting point of our analysis is Lemma 2.1. (Jakovlev 16] In the sequel we consider also the Dirichlet problem in the exterior domain 2 . Besides the Dirichlet datum we have therefore to de ne the Neumann datum of functions given outside of 1 . Let e be a domain containing 1 In the following the pair of Dirichlet and Neumann data ( u; u) will be called Cauchy data of u.
Boundary integral operators for the bi-Laplacian
Here we follow a method described in Costabel 7] for the study of boundary integral operators for second order equations on Lipschitz domains. The boundary integral operators for the bi{Laplacian 2 Since 2 u 2 has a compact support in 2 and is C 1 , the term in the brackets is generated by a compact bilinear form of . 
Using the asymptotics (4. after applying the jump relations of Lemma 3.3 and (3.9) we obtain u u = P j u u ; showing that the mappings P j are projections and that the Cauchy data of all functions from L j belong to the image of P j .
Since the Calderon projections corresponding to the interior and the exterior problem are conjugate has not been analysed in the literature, up to now. It is possible to modify our methods accordingly to the form (5.10) such that direct boundary integral equations for plate problems on domains with corners can be derived and analysed.
Boundary integral equations for Dirichlet problems
In this section we derive systems of integral equations for the interior and exterior Dirichlet problem. We consider the existence and uniqueness of solutions and discuss the assumption A1. First we consider the concrete form of the mappings A and P j which are 2 2 matrices of integral operators. In view of (2.1) For the following we mention some other properties of the boundary integral operators (5. Comparing with (6.9) we see that the second equation of (6.6) is a consequence of the rst equation of this system and (6.5), i.e. the second equation of (6.7). Using the fact that I ?D is invertible we obtain for the case of the interior problem (j = 1) that the rst equation of (6.6) holds if the second equation of this system and (6.5) are satis ed.
Consequently, the assumption A2 implies that any solution of the system (6.7) solve (6.6), too. Moreover, in the case j = 1, i.e. the interior problem, any solution of the system (6.8) ( 1 ) is harmonic. But the rst equation of this system requires K 0 j ? = 0 such that K 0 = 0 in 1 and A = 0. Hence, the homogeneous system (6.14) has a nontrivial solution only if the assumption A1 is violated.
The previous result gives a necessary and su cient condition on ? to derive equivalent boundary integral equations for the exterior Dirichlet problem, whereas Theorem 6.1 contains only a su cient condition for the interior Dirichlet problem. We can prove that the assumption A2 is also necessary for the unique solvability of the systems of integral equations if ? is su ciently smooth.
Theorem 6.3. Let ? 2 C 1; ; 0 < < 1; cap ? = e ?1 and f 1 = f 2 = 0. Then the systems (6.10) and (6.11) possess nontrivial solutions. Proof . We construct the nontrivial solution of (6.10) following a method in Fuglede 13] .
Since cap ? = e ?1 there exists a function w harmonic in 2 , satisfying the radiation condition Finally we mention the problem to describe the assumption A1 in terms of the boundary ?.
If ? is a circle of radius r then a straightforward calculation shows that the homogeneous system A = 0 has a nontrivial solution if and only if r = e ?1 . Therefore it was conjectured in 9] that in general A1 is valid i cap ? 6 = e ?1 , i.e. coincides with our assumption A2. We tried to verify the conjecture by using the fact that A1 and A2 are the solvability conditions of integral equations for the same Dirichlet problem, but unsuccessfully.
By Corollary 5.1 the kernel of the operator A has an empty intersection with l (?) ? (V (?)) 0 . We conjecture that 2 ker A implies I 1 = 0 , such that there exist at most two linear independent solutions of the exterior Dirichlet problem having zero trace and satisfying the radiation condition (4.3).
In the special case of the circle with radius r = e ?1 we have the following situation. 
